
Easy Knit Sewing 

This relaxed fit cardigan 
makes a great outer layer for 
most garments because it can 
fit over shirt sleeves or long 
straight sleeves.  

It extends the life of  warm 
weather seasonal outfits into 
the cooler months. 

It also just looks cute on the 
dolls and doesn’t require to 
much exactness with sewing to 
get it to fit your doll. 

Full Size Patterns 

Your pattern file contains 
full size vector drawn pattern 
pieces. These need to be 
printed out at 100%. 

Extras  

You will also find a 
printable folder divider page 
and an envelope design to 
make so you can file your 
patterns easily. 

You can print these out 
‘fit to page’ if  US Letter 
cuts them off  a bit. 

Pictorial Tutorial  

There is a Pictorial 
Tutorial combining text and 
line drawings.  

This tutorial is meant to be 
printed out for easy access to 
the instructions.

Slouchy Cardigan For 18” Dolls

Comfy Cardy

Versatile Outer  
Layer 

Free patterns and new 
designs to make from 
old  patterns.

Check out m  blo
VALSPIERSSEWS 

D O L L  D E S I G N S  

1 8 ”  A N D  2 0 ”

Subscribe to my 
Valspierssews Mailing 

List to keep up with all the 
new patterns and Fashion 

Files.

http://eepurl.com/cZGwtX


Copyright

© Valspierssews
© Val Spiers
This pattern is for personal use only. 

The copy you purchase is copy righted as my 
intellectual property and must not be shared
online for free, printed for distribution in quantity
for classes or groups or sold in any form.

You may create items for sale on a small scale.

When selling garments made from my patterns 
please include:
Created using a pattern by Valspierssews

If you just made a few changes please include:
Inspired by a pattern by Valspierssews

¹�valspierssews

Printing at 100%

When I make my pattern pieces I try to arrange 
them so they will print on A4 or US Letter. 
Any problems just let me know.

I have saved this file so it will print by default
at 100%. This means that you can print without
having to set the %. This works well for you
if you print from your phone or ipad.

I still recommend you check that the 1” square 
is exactly 1”.

The easiest program to use on a computer
for printing is Adobe Reader.

Read all the instructions first
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1. Requirements
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Stitch all seams with a narrow
zig zag stitch of about 1mm.

Oversized comfy cardigan with
extended shoulders and V-neck.
Works with light and bulky knits.

All seams are 6mm (1/4”)
unless otherwise stated.
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Fold

25cm x 90cm (10” x 36”)
of double knit t-shirt
weight knit or medium
track fleece.
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18” Doll Comfy Cardy

a) Stitch the shoulder seams.

b) Press the shoulder seams
open. At least try to keep
them open as you sew
the neck band and sleeves. 
It spreads the bulk more 
evenly.

2. Shoulder Seams

When removing the pattern pieces for the fronts
and back you should mark the underarms with a 
pin. 
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c) Mark the centre back with a pin at the bottom 
edge

Optional buttons and
velcro. Buttons can be
up to 1.2cm (1/2”)

When you use a thicker knit to make the
cardigan you need to use the wider
cutting line for the neck band, piece 6.
All the other pieces stay the same as for 
the t-shirt knit.

Fold

Fold


